
“Am proper chuffed for ye brother.”  
 

These are the words one of my brothers, Clayton, said when he found that my twin daughters 

Katie and Holly's design had won the competition to design a flag for our historic County 

Durham.  

   

The design is simple. Holly's favourite colour is yellow and Katie's is blue which luckily  

coincides with our county’s historic colours. The St. Cuthbert’s cross was selected simply 

because, the first ever present my children bought me was a St. Cuthbert’s cross badge, on a 

trip with Chilton Primary School to Durham Cathedral in 2002.  

   

I have been a single parent for 12 years to my twin girls, and I can assure everybody that it is  

considerably more difficult for a Dad to be a Mam, than it is for a Mam to be a Dad. But I 

have always installed in Katie and Holly the values of kindness, tolerance, helping others and 

passion; all the values which represent the best of County Durham folk.  

   

In the past, within the historic boundaries of County Durham, between the Tees and Tyne, 

coal was King; the first ever railway passengers travelled starting their journey at Shildon; 

ship building was on the Wear from the  14th Century; glass was first manufactured  at 

Sunderland in the 7th Century  and iron and steel from Consett built everything from 

submarines to Blackpool Tower.  

   

Although a lot of traditional industry has declined, within the original county boundaries, 

firms such as Cleveland Bridge help to span rivers and valleys across the world; Nissan 

export cars throughout the world; Glaxo export medicines globally and with the recent 

announcement of Hitachi Trains coming to Aycliffe, County Durham still has a global role in 

manufacturing.  

   

Our county also has agriculture; tourism (we have beautiful countryside, beaches and historic 

buildings): sport; a world class University here in Durham as well as another in Sunderland. 

County Durham also boasts a proud military tradition, being home of one of the world’s 

finest ever regiments the Durham Light Infantry (D.L.I.), now called the Rifles.  

   

All these factors give hope to a future which will match with the County's glorious past. 

However it is not any mineral under the ground or any industrial invention or a future 

boffin’s ideas which make County Durham great. It is simply its’ people.  

   

So I am going to finish now by saying a big thank you to all involved in today’s historic 

events, especially Andy Strangeway and Councillor Charlton. Special thanks to all who 

entered the competition as every flag entered would have been a worthy winner, and 

everyone who voted especially all in Chilton, Shildon and Bishop Auckland as well as my 

daughter Terri, Deborah Stuart my partner, my family and friends.  

   

Thank you all for listening to a very proud County Durham ex Punk Rocker.  

 

James Moffatt  
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